
BIG DATA ANALYTICS SOLUTION

Smart metering deployment provides utilities with large-scale data that
hides an enormous amount of knowledge and potential. Its
management, analytics, protection and visualisation bring new
challenges to DSOs.



finder is an efficient smart meter data analytics software designed to control, transform and monitor continuously
increasing complexity and size of Big Data coming from utility’s distribution network.

finder is designed to provide comprehensive reports of historical graphical/geographical data in order to ensure
efficient smart meter supervision and management.

By implementing our own designed algorithms and through advanced Big Data analysis, finder can perform multiple
operations, such as non-technical losses detection, power quality, communication supervision, meter management
and its security.

Thanks to our designed solution, we enable utilities to realize the full potential of smart metering, help them protect
their smart grids, improve billing accuracy, increase efficiency and reduce costs.

GENERAL
Flexible architecture.
Strong ETL process.
Quality data.
Integration with any source of data.
Powerful BI and advanced analytics.
Easy to use interface.

COMMUNICATIONS

Advanced detection of communications problems.
Calculations of quality of signal and read ratios.
Performance statistics on multiples devices inside
networks.
Levels of service indicators on multiples scenarios
(WAN/LAN/PLC).

ADVANCED FRAUD DETECTION

Smart algorithms for fraud detection.
Advanced data mining techniques.
Hardware tampering detection.
Powerful alerts on different levels and groups.

ENERGY BALANCES

Energy balances at different voltage levels.
Detailed and accurate energy balances on
different time scales.
Non-technical energy losses identification
(electricity).
Multiples filters for data analysis.

POWER QUALITY (Electricity)

Detection of power quality problems.
Unbalanced loads.
Power outages statistics.
Advanced analytics over quality problems.

MONITORING & CONTROL

Data concentrator and meter supervision.
WAN/LAN device supervision.
Meter/DC inventory management.
Smart monitoring of data and workflow process.

METER MANAGEMENT

Wrong meter reading detection.
Data quality supervision.
Hardware failure detection.
Advanced analytics over meter data.
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The main advanced features of finder are:


